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sion solved analytically for some simple geometries (1) .
The electrostatic potential distribution for a charged spheroidal Gouy and Chapman were able to solve the PBE exactly for a

surface immersed in a symmetric electrolyte solution is derived. planar surface of arbitrary potential immersed in a symmetric
Such surfaces simulate a wide class of dispersed entities. Two electrolyte solution (2) . The analysis was extended by Hsu
types of boundary condition at the solid surface are considered,

and Kuo (3) to asymmetric electrolytes through a semiana-constant surface potential and constant amount of surface charges;
lytical approach. For a nonplanar surface of arbitrary poten-both conductive and nonconductive surfaces are examined for the
tial, the difficulty of solving PBE was circumvented eitherlatter. The present analysis extends the conventional one-dimen-
by adopting an approximate method (4–16) or by resortingsional treatment on simple geometries to a two-dimensional space.
to a numerical procedure (17–19). The former includes, forA perturbation method is adopted to solve the governing Poisson–

Boltzmann equation for the case of thin to moderately thick double example, the results for cylindrical surfaces (7, 16, 22, 23)
layers. The classic results for planar and spherical surfaces can and spherical surfaces (4–6, 8–14, 20–23).
be recovered as special cases of the present analysis. The basic The relevant analytical results reported in the literature
thermodynamic properties of the system under consideration, such for a charged surface in an electrolyte solution are almost
as Helmholtz free energy, entropy, and surface excess, are derived. always limited to simple geometries such as infinite flat plate,
We show that using an equivalent sphere to approximate a spher- long cylinder, and sphere. In other words, an essentially one-
oid can lead to an appreciable deviation in the prediction of the

dimensional problem is considered. A model based on thisHelmholtz free energy. For a thin double layer, assuming a planar
consideration, although simplifying the mathematical treat-geometry will underestimate the Helmholtz free energy. q 1997
ment, is an approximation, at best, and can be unrealistic inAcademic Press

practice. The linear size of a colloidal particle is finite, andKey Words: spheroidal charged surfaces, conductive and non-
various shapes can be assumed. For example, the kaolinconductive; electrical potential distribution; arbitrary level; sym-

metric electrolyte solution; nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equa- particles used widely in coagulation experiments are finite
tion, perturbation solution, constant charges, constant potential; and planar. Biological colloids are more complicated. They
thermodynamic properties; Helmholtz free energy; entropy; sur- can be rod-like or olivary; even the shape of some cocci
face excess. deviates appreciably from a sphere. Apparently, a more gen-

eral geometry than the flat plate, cylinder, or sphere needs
to be considered. The aim of the present work is to extend

1. INTRODUCTION the classic analysis of the PBE to a two-dimensional space.
One typical example is the spheroids, which simulate a wideA system comprising a charged surface and an electrolyte
class of dispersed entities in colloidal science. By varyingsolution is characterized by its spatial electrostatic potential
the parameters that characterize the shape of a spheroid,distribution. The potential distribution, governed by the clas-
different geometries can be portrayed (24). Previous effortssic Poisson–Boltzmann equation (PBE), provides sufficient
in the relevant studies were limited to the case of low surfaceinformation for the estimation of the basic thermodynamic
potentials (25–27). In other words, a linearized PBE wasproperties of the charged system. Although the solution to
solved. Here, a nonlinear PBE for a spheroidal surface isthe general PBE is highly desirable for practical applications,
analyzed.it is almost impossible to derive, except under drastic as-

sumptions. One of these is that the potential of the system
is sufficiently low (the Debye–Huckel approximation). In 2. ANALYSIS
this case, the PBE can be linearized and the resultant expres-

The electrostatic potential distribution for a charged sur-
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. face immersed in an electrolyte solution is described by the
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482 HSU AND LIU

FIG. 1. Schematic representations of spheroids. (Left) prolate; (right) oblate.

Poisson–Boltzmann equation. For symmetric electrolytes tively) . Let j and h be, respectively, the radial and the
angular coordinates, and let a be the distance between thethis equation can be expressed as
focus and the center of a spheroid. Equation [1] becomes

Ç
2y Å k 2sinh y , [1]

Ì
Ìh F(1 0 h 2)

Ìy

ÌhG / Ì
Ìj F(j 2 0 j)

Ìy

ÌjGwhere

y Å zec /kBT [1a] 0 c 2(j 2 0 jh 2)sinh y Å 0, [2]

where j is an index ( j Å 1 for prolate spheroid, j Å 01 forand
oblate spheroid) and c Å ka . We define

k 2 Å 8pe 2I /ekBT . [1b]

Rs Å
√
j 2

s 0 (1 / j) /2
j 2

s / (1 0 j) /2
[3a]In these expressions, Ç2 represents the Laplace operator, c

is the electrostatic potential, e and z denote, respectively, the
dielectric constant and the valence of the electrolyte, k and l Å 1

c
√
j 2

s / (1 0 j) /2
. [3b]

kB are, respectively, the reciprocal Debye length and the
Boltzmann constant, T denotes the absolute temperature, and
e and I are, respectively, the elementary charge and the ionic Here, Rs is the ratio (length of minor axis/ length of major

axis) , l denotes the ratio (Debye length/ length of semimajorstrength.
Schematic representations of a prolate spheroid and an axis) , and j Å js means the surface of a spheroid. Making

the transformationoblate spheroid are shown in Fig. 1 (left and right, respec-
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483ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL ON SPHEROIDS

The boundary conditions at the surface associated withj Å AlX * / js [4]
Eq. [1] depend on its nature. Here, we consider two types
of surface: constant potential and constant amount ofwith
charge.

A Å
√
j 2

s / (1 0 j) /2, [4a]
2.1. Constant Surface Potential

Eq. [2] becomes
Let cs be the potential at the surface of a spheroid (j Å

js ) , and let ys be the corresponding value of y . The boundary
conditions associated with Eqs. [7a] – [7c] arel 2A 2 Ì

Ìh F(1 0 h 2)
Ìy

ÌhG / Ì
ÌX *

y0 Å ys , and yn Å 0, n § 1 at j Å js [8a]1 F(AlX * / js )
2 0 j)

Ìy

ÌX *
G

yn r 0, n § 0 as j r ` [8b]

0 [(AlX * / js )
2 0 jh 2]sinh y Å 0. [5] Ìyn /Ìh Å 0, n § 0 at h Å 0. [8c]

If a double layer is thin compared with the length of the
The solution to Eq. [7a] subject to Eqs. [8a] – [8c] issemimajor axis, y can be expanded as

y Å y0 / ly1 / l 2y2 / rrr [6]
y0 Å 2 lnF1 / a exp(0hsX *)

1 0 a exp(0hsX *) G , [9]

Substituting this expression into Eq. [5] , and collecting
terms of the same order of l, we obtain

where
Ì 2y0

ÌX * 2 0 h 2
s sinh y0 Å 0 [7a]

a Å tanh(ys /4) . [9a]

Ì 2y1

ÌX * 2 0 h 2
s y1cosh y0 Å 2A f X *sinh y0 Note that, by referring to Eq. [7f] , hs is the dimensionless

metric coefficient at j Å js . Therefore the term hsX * on
the right-hand side of Eq. [9] represents the dimensionless0 2A f

Ìy0

ÌX *
0 2A f X *

Ì 2y0

ÌX * 2 [7b]
distance. Thus, Eq. [9] is equivalent to the result of Gouy
and Chapman for a planar surface (2) .Ì 2yn

ÌX * 2 0 h 2
s y *n Å 2A f X *y *n01 0 2A f

Ìyn01

ÌX *
For convenience, we let X Å hs X *. Substituting Eq.

[9 ] into Eq. [7b ] , assuming y1 Å grsinh ( y0 /2 ) , and solv-
ing the resultant expression subject to Eqs. [8a ] – [8c ] ,0 2A f X *

Ì 2yn01

ÌX * 2 /
A 2 f

js

X * 2y *n02 we obtain

0 2A 2 f

js

X *
Ìyn02

ÌX *
0 A 2 f

js

X * 2 Ì 2yn02

ÌX * 2 y1 Å A1rF0cschS y0

2 D / 3rln(a)
2

sinhS y0

2D
0 A 2 f

js

Ì
Ìh F(1 0 h 2)

Ìyn02

Ìh G , n § 2,

1 lnS tanhS y0

4 DD 0 ln(a)
2

cothS y0

2 D[7c]

where 0 sinhS y0

2 D ln2S tanhS y0

4 DD G 0 2rA2

f Å (j 2
s 0 j) /j 2

s [7d]

1 cschS y0

2 D / C1

2 FcothS y0

2 D / sinhS y0

2 Dy *n Å S Ì nsinh y

Ìl n D
eÅ0

/n! [7e]

1 lnS tanhS y0

4 DD G / C2rsinhS y0

2 D , [10]hs Å
√
j 2

s 0 jh 2

j 2
s 0 j

. [7f]
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484 HSU AND LIU

where and Ç and s are, respectively, the gradient operator and the
surface charge density.

The solution to the zeroth-order perturbation equation, Eq.
A1 Å

Arf

hs
S 1

h 2
s

0 1D [10a] [7a] , subject to Eq. [12], is Eq. [9] with

A2 Å Ar f /hs [10b] a Å tanhFsinh01(s * /2)
2 G , [13]

C1 Å A1r(2 / ln(a)) / 4rA2 [10c]

where
C2 Å (A1 / 2rA2)rS1 0 coshS ys

2 DDcsch2S ys

2 D
s * Å 4prarzrers

ercrkBrT
. [13a]

0 ln(a)r(A1rln(a) / A1 / 2rA2) [10d]

The solution to the first-order perturbation equation, Eq.In general, solving Eq. [7c] for higher order solutions, yn ,
[7b], is Eq. [10] with Eqs. [10a] – [10c], and C2 is replacedn § 2, is nontrivial; some general discussions on this are
bygiven in Appendix. However, if ys is small, it can be shown

that the solution to Eqs. [7a] – [7c] subject to Eqs. [8a] –
[8c] is A1rFsech(ys0 )rln(a)

2
0 ln2(a) /2G

yn Å ys[ ∑
2n

iÅ0

Dn ,i X i]exp(0X ) , [11] 0 C1r[ ln(a) / sech(ys0 /2)] /2 [14]

with
where

ys0 Å 2rsinh01Ss *

2 D . [14a]D0,0 Å 1 [11a]

Di ,0 Å 0, i Å 1, 2, 3 rrr [11b]
If ys is small, the solution to the system of equations, Eqs.D1,1 Å 0(A1 / 2rA2) /2 [11c]
[7a] – [7c] , is

D1,1 Å 0A1 /2 [11d]

yn Å s *[ ∑
2n

iÅ0

Dn ,i X i]exp(0X ) , [15]
D2,1 Å

5A 2 f 2

8h 6
s

0 A 2 f 2

4h 4
s

/ A 2 f 2

8h 2
s

where
/ jh 2A 2 f 2

2h 4
s j

2
s

0 A 2 f

4h 4
s js

0 A 2 f

4h 2
s js

rrr. [11e]

D0,0 Å 1 [15a]

2.2. Constant Amount of Surface Charge: D1,0 Å D1.1 Å 0(A1 0 2rA2) /2 [15b]
Nonconductive Surface

D1,2 Å 0A1 /2 [15c]
Suppose that a certain amount of fixed charges are distrib-

D2,0 Å D2,1uted uniformly over a nonconductive surface. A typical ex-
ample for this type of surface is the inorganic colloids where

Å 7A 2 f 2

8h 6
s

/ A 2 f 2

4h 4
s

/ 3A 2 f 2

8h 2
s

/ jh 2A 2 f 2

2h 4
s j

2
s

[15d]the fixed charges on a surface arise from an irreversible
adsorption of ions from the liquid phase. Since the dielectric
constant of liquid phase is usually much greater than that of 0 A 2 f

4h 4
s js

0 A 2 f

4h 2
s js

rrr.
solid phase, the boundary condition at the charged surface
can be written as

2.3. Constant Amount of Surface Charge:
Conductive Surface

nrÇy Å 0 4pzes

ekBT
at j Å js , [12]

Let us consider the case a certain amount of fixed charges
are distributed over a conductive surface. Since charges are
allowed to migrate over the surface, an equilibrium distribu-where n denotes the unit outer-normal vector of the surface
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485ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL ON SPHEROIDS

3. DISCUSSION

The simulated variation in the ratio Rs ( length of minor
axis/ length of major axis) as a function of js is shown in
Fig. 2. As can be seen from this figure, if js ú 10, Rs is
essentially unity; i.e., a spheroid can be approximated by a
sphere. If js Å ( j / 1)/2, Rs vanishes. In this case a prolate
spheroid becomes a needle-like object, and an oblate reduces
to a disk. Figure 3 shows that the variation in the ratio l
(Debye length/ length of semi-major axis) as a function of
the parameter c at various values of js . This figure reveals
that, the greater the value of c , the smaller the relative thick-
ness of double layer. For a fixed value of c , l decreases
with the increase in js .

Figure 4 shows the variation in the dimensionless potential
as a function of position variable (j 0 js ) at various values
of h for a prolate. As can be seen from this figure, for a
fixed (j 0 js ) , the dimensionless potential at h Å 1 is higher

FIG. 2. Variation in the ratio (length of minor axis/ length of major than that at h Å 0. This means that potential increases with
axis) as a function of js . (a) prolate, (b) oblate.

curvature. By referring to Fig. 2, the greater the js , the closer
a prolate to a sphere, and the closer the two curves shown

tion will achieve. Surfaces bearing ionizable functional in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the smaller the js , the closer
groups which are capable of undergoing reversible dissocia- a prolate to a needle-like object, and the more distinct the two
tion reactions in an electrolyte solution belong to this type curves. Note that the distance between two equal-potential
of problem. Here, the boundary condition at the surface can surfaces in the insert of Fig. 4 is not equal for different
be written as values of h, e.g., the distance at h Å 0 is greater than that

at h Å 1.
Figure 5 shows the variation in the surface properties asS Ìy

ÌX DXÅ0

Å 0s *(h) . [16]
a function of the position variable h for both nonconductive
and conductive prolate spheroidal surfaces at a constant
amount of surface charges. As can be seen from Fig. 5, forSince the potential is the same at each point on the charged

surface, the solution of Eq. [1] can be obtained by following
the procedure described in Section 2.1 with boundary condi-
tion at surface described by Eq. [16]. Apparently, the func-
tion s(h) needs to be determined. Let q be the total amount
of charges on solid surface. Integrating Eq. [16] yields

*
1

0
S Ìy

ÌX DXÅ0

rhsrdh Å 04pzeq

a(j 2
s 0 j)eckBT

Å 0q *. [17]

For a given q*, this expression can be used to evaluate ys .
Substituting the value of ys obtained into Eq. [16] yields the
relation s(h) . Since Eq. [16] leads to a nonlinear equation
in ys , a numerical scheme is necessary, in general. However,
if the potential is low, an analytical expression for ys can be
obtained. In this case, solving Eq. [17] for ys gives

ys Å
q *

*1

0
(1 / lrD1,1 / l 2

rD2,1 / rrr)hsrdh
. [18]

Substituting this expression into Eq. [16], we obtain FIG. 3. Variation in the ratio (Debye length/ length of semimajor axis)
as a function of c . Solid line, prolate; dashed line, oblate. (a) js Å 1.02;
(b) js Å 0.3; (c) js Å 5; (d) js Å 10.s * Å ys (1 / lrD1,1 / l 2

rD2,1 / rrr) . [19]
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486 HSU AND LIU

the case of a nonconductive surface the potential on the
surface is position dependent; the greater the curvature, the
lower the potential. Figure 5 also suggests that for a conduc-
tive surface the surface charge density increases with the
curvature, as expected. The qualitative behavior of an oblate
is similar to that of a prolate.

As js r ` , Eq. [2] reduces to

Ì 2y

Ìj 2 /
2
j

Ìy

Ìj
Å c 2sinh y . [20]

This is the Poisson–Boltzmann equation for spherical geom-
etry and symmetric electrolytes. Also, Eq. [5] and Eq. [3b]
become, respectively,

Ì
ÌX *

F(1/ lX *)2 Ìy

ÌX *
G0 (1/ lX *)2sinh yÅ 0 [21]

FIG. 5. Variation in the surface properties of a prolate with js Å 1.02
(Rs Å 0.197) and l Å 0.028 as a function of h. Solid line: nonconductive
surface at constant amount of surface charges with s * Å 100; dashed line:

and conductive surface with ys Å 10.

l Å 1/(crjs ) . [21a]
instance, at ys Å 2 if Rs Å 0.2, l is on the order of 0.03,

On the basis of these expressions, a perturbation analysis and if Rs Å 0.99, l is on the order of 0.25. Tables 1 and
can be conducted. This approach was adopted for the 2 illustrate a comparison between the first-order perturba-
case of a spherical surface in a symmetric electrolyte tion solution for potential distribution and the result ob-
solution (28 ) . tained by assuming a planar geometry, i.e., the Gouy–

It should be pointed out that the present perturbation Chapman model (2 ) . These tables reveal that the perfor-
method is not limited to a very thin double layer. Its mance of the former is better than that of the latter. In
applicability is related closely to Rs , the ratio ( length of other words, although a double layer is thin, assuming a
semiminor axis / length of semimajor axis ) . The greater planar geometry may still lead to an appreciable devia-
the Rs , the thicker a double layer can be assumed. For tion. Note that, if a double layer is thin, only the local

curvature of a charged surface is significant. In this case,
an arbitrary surface can be approximated by the union of
a set of spheroidal surfaces, each can be analyzed by the
present method. This choice for the estimation of the
electrical potential distribution is more preferred than
using a planar surface. Tables 1 and 2 also show that,
the percent deviation increases with the curvature of a
surface (measured by ÉhÉ) and decreases with the in-
crease in surface potential. For a fixed l, the larger the
js , the smaller the percent deviation.

For the present system the dimensionless free energy, F ,
for the case of constant surface potential can be calculated
by (2)

F Å 0 *
ys

0

s *(y)dy , [22]

FIG. 4. Variation in the dimensionless potential y as a function of
position variable (j 0 js ) for a prolate with ys Å 10, js Å 1.02 (Rs Å

where F Å 4paz 2e 2 f /lck 2
BT 2 and f is the free energy per0.197), and l Å 0.028 at h Å 0 and h Å 1. Insert: projection of equal-

potential surfaces on the x–z plane. (a) y Å ys ; (b) y Å 0.01 ys . unit area. Substituting Eq. [6] into Eq. [16] gives
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487ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL ON SPHEROIDS

s * Å 2rsinhS ys

2 D 0 2l(A1 / 2rA2) G*/ Å
cG/
aCi`

Å *
`

0

[exp(y) 0 1]dX Å 02 expS y0

2 D
0 e

2 H(5rA1rln(a) / 8rA2 0 C1)expS y0

2 D1 cschS ys

2 DS1 0 coshS ys

2 DD / rrr. [23]

Substituting Eq. [23] into Eq. [22] yields 0 C2rexp(y0) / 4rA2

1 0 exp(y0/2 )
0 4(A1 / A2)

1 / exp(y /2)

F Å 04ScoshS ys

2 D 0 1D / 010rA1 0 4rln(a)rA1 / 4rA2

2

1 ln[01 / exp(y0 /2)] / exp(y0)
2/ 4l(A1 / 2rA2)rlnSsech2S ys

4 DD / rrr. [24]

1 F8rA1 / 3rA1rln(a)expS y0

2 DThe entropy of the electrical double layer can be calculated
by

/ C1rexpS y0

2 DG lnS tanhS y0

4 DD J / rrr. [27]

S Å 0S ÌF

ÌTDV ,ni

Figure 6 displays the simulated variation of 0F as a func-
tion of h. This figure reveals that the dimensionless Helm-Å 02l(A1 / A2) /TrlnSsech2S ys

4 DD / rrr. [25]
holtz free energy is sensitive to the variation of h for h ú
0.8. The diameter of most bacteria ranges from 0.2 to 2 mm
in diameter, and the length from 2 to 8 mm (29). For surfaces

The electroneutrality implies that of these linear sizes, Fig. 6 indicates that assuming a planar
geometry will underestimate the Helmholtz free energy. Of-
ten, an irregular object is approximated by an equivalentG/ 0 G0 /

s

zF
Å 0, [26]

sphere, the maximal linear size of the former is equal to the
diameter of the latter. Let us consider the case where a

where G/ and G0 are the amounts of adsorbed cation and prolate is approximated by an equivalent sphere, both having
anion, respectively. The dimensionless surface excess of cat- the same surface potential. Figure 7 shows the variation in

the difference between the Helmholtz free energies of theseion, G*/ , can be evaluated by

TABLE 1
Comparison between the First-Order Perturbation Solution for Potential Distribution (FPS) and the Result Obtained by Assuming

a Planar Geometry, i.e., Gouy–Chapman Model (GCM), for Various jS and l for the Case yS Å 1

Ept (%) Epl (%)

jS l h Å 0 h Å 1 Average h Å 0 h Å 1 Average

1.02 0.02 2.2 18.7 10.5 5.1 27.8 16.4
1.25 0.02 1.2 0.6 0.9 2.5 5.1 3.8

0.05 1.1 3.2 2.2 5.3 12 8.7
0.1 2.1 11.3 6.7 10.3 21.7 16

10 0.05 0.6 0.6 0.6 4.5 4.6 4.6
0.1 1.8 1.9 1.8 8.5 8.5 8.5
0.2 5.8 6.1 5.9 17 16.9 16.9

Note. Ept : percent deviation of FPS; Epl : percent deviation of GCM. The percent deviation, E, is defined as

E Å 100%. *
`

0

Éyexact 0 yapproximateÉdX/*
`

0

yexactdX.
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488 HSU AND LIU

TABLE 2
Comparison between the First-Order Perturbation Solution for Potential Distribution (FPS) and the Result Obtained by Assuming

a Planar Geometry, i.e., Gouy–Chapman Model (GCM), for Various jS and l for the Case of Table 1, except that yS Å 4

Ept (%) Epl (%)

jS l h Å 0 h Å 1 Average h Å 0 h Å 1 Average

1.02 0.02 5.4 12.7 9 7.7 22.1 14.9
1.25 0.02 0.9 0.6 0.7 2.2 4.2 3.2

0.05 0.9 2.9 1.9 4.5 9.1 6.8
0.1 1.7 8.7 5.2 8.5 16.99 12.7

10 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.8 3.8 3.8
0.1 1.3 1.4 1.4 6.8 6.8 6.8
0.2 4.6 4.9 4.8 13.1 13.2 13.1

two objects as a function of Rs . As can be seen from this the electrostatic potential distribution around spheroidal sur-
faces for thin to medium thick double layers. It is a comple-figure, assuming an equivalent sphere can lead to an appre-

ciable deviation if Rs is smaller than 0.4, i.e., the minor axis mentary result to those for thick double layers (25, 27).
is 4/10 the major axis, even at a low surface potential.

Solving directly the two-dimensional, nonlinear partial 4. CONCLUSION
differential equation in curvilinear coordinates, Eq. [2] ,
through a numerical method can be nontrivial. In a study of In summary, the electrical potential distribution for a sphe-
the double-layer interaction between two parallel cylinders, roidal surface immersed in a symmetric electrolyte solution
Lyne et al. (30) proposed an iterative procedure for the is analyzed, and the basic thermodynamic properties, such
resolution of a nonlinear PBE. This approach, although may as Helmholtz free energy, entropy, and surface excess, are
be extended to spheroidal coordinates, requires some under- derived. A perturbation approach is adopted to solve the
relaxation of iterated estimates for relatively high surface governing Poisson–Boltzmann equation. We show that us-
potentials. In general, solving Eq. [2] numerically requires ing an equivalent sphere to approximate a spheroid may lead
considerable computing efforts, even for the limiting case to an appreciable deviation in the prediction of the Helmholtz
of spherical surfaces (31). In contrast, the present semiana- free energy even at a low surface potential. Also, assuming
lytical approach provides an efficient way for determining

FIG. 6. Variation in the negative dimensionless Helmholtz free energy FIG. 7. Variation in the difference between the average Helmholtz free
energy of a prolate, Fp , and that of an equivalent sphere, Feq , measured byas a function of h. Solid line represents the exact value, and dashed line

denotes the result for a planar surface. Parameters: major axis Å 2 mm, EF Å 100% É(Fp 0 Feq ) /FpÉ, as a function of Rs . The maximal linear size
of the prolate is equal to the diameter of the sphere, and both have theminor axis Å 0.4 mm, z Å 1, I Å 0.001 mol/m3, T Å 298.157K, e Å 78,

and ys Å 2. same surface potential, which is sufficiently low, and l Å 0.1.
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